Critically ill patients are often incapable of providing first-person research consent at the time that they meet eligibility criteria for study interventions, either due to the nature of their underlying critical illness or to the treatments that they require. To ensure that science and knowledge can continue to advance while respecting the ethical principle of autonomy, we commonly asked substitute decision-makers (SDMs) to provide consent on patients' behalf [1, 2] . In situations where a study is deemed to pose only minimal risk, for example, observational studies, some research ethics boards may waive the need for informed consent, although the criteria used to establish minimal risk have varied [3, 4] . Studying interventions that must be administered on an emergency basis can further complicate the informed consent process due to the inability to identify SDMs within a suitable time frame [5] . Delayed consent is an approach that has been increasingly used to allow incapable patients to participate in emergency research. It involves enrolling patients into a study before consent is obtained, but then later approaching either the patient or the SDM to obtain consent for ongoing participation and use of data. While the acceptability of this approach to patients has been a topic of research and debate, one thing is certain: delayed consent can facilitate dramatic increases in study enrolment when SDMs are not immediately available [6] .
Strategies for enrolling incapable critically ill patients who are unable to consent to research participation (Table 1 ) must follow established ethical principles and should also consider the impact of such participation on critically ill patients and their relatives. Indeed, whether or not critically ill patients and their SDMs endorse the SDM model and/or delayed consent approaches has been explored in several recent publications [7] [8] [9] [10] . The overarching theme that has emerged is that patients and their relatives generally want to be involved in the research decision-making process where feasible, even though this may contribute additional anxiety [11] .
Gigon and colleagues [12] contribute to this evolving area of knowledge in a study published in a recent issue of Intensive Care Medicine. They surveyed pairs of patients and their relatives at the time of discharge from the intensive care unit to determine their opinions about informed consent for research. Each pair was randomly assigned to receive a vignette describing either a ''noninvasive'' chart review study or an ''invasive'' randomized controlled trial. The authors received responses from 185 (40 %) patients and 125 (68 %) SDMs. While this methodology precludes a direct comparison of the same individual's opinions about consent for the two different study designs, the majority (69-75 % overall) of respondents preferred that patients provide first-person informed consent when feasible, or that a relative provide Intensive Care Med (2013) 39:1484-1486 DOI 10.1007/s00134-013-2990-0 EDITORIAL consent during the time the patient was unconscious (52-63 % overall). A majority of respondents also appeared to endorse both the deferred consent approach, or ''consent in two steps'' (i.e. a short description and enrolment if no objection, followed by formal consent and full information at a later time). These findings provide additional reassurance that currently adopted practices are acceptable to most patients.
However, Gigon and colleagues also observed that more than one-third (37 %) of the subgroup of patients who were unaccompanied by a relative indicated their preference to involve their family doctor when considering the randomized controlled trial, compared to only 13 % of their counterparts when considering the chart review study. Indeed, many respondents indicated a preference for having more than one individual involved in the consent process, regardless of whether the patient was conscious (36-58 %) or unconscious (36-60 %). The authors acknowledge that respondents to their survey may have been more favorably predisposed to research than non-respondents and that therefore the results may underestimate how many would have preferred to involve additional individuals. These findings suggest that researchers could consider helping critically ill patients or their families to obtain external advice and opinions about study participation, especially for studies that pose more than minimal risk of harm. They also underscore the uncertainty and discomfort that may be associated with decision-making during critical illness and reinforce previous observations that requesting informed consent for research can place an additional burden on already distressed family members [10, 13] .
A frequent frustration for many researchers arises from the variable interpretations by research ethics boards and regulatory bodies regarding the appropriateness or acceptability of waived and delayed consent (or even of conducting any research at all when study participants are incapable) [14, 15] . Furthermore, researchers and research for research involving planned quality improvement initiatives [22] [23] [24] . In addition to education and advocacy, the scientific community's response to these challenges should be to obtain additional empirical evidence from patients, relatives, and other stakeholders-like the study conducted by Gigon and colleagues-that can help inform the debate and improve how we conduct critical care research.
